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DESCRIPTION OF ISSUE:  Winter weather brings a tremendous amount of challenges; icy roads, accidents, 

snow, wind, white out conditions and just multiple concerns related to travel and being outdoors or even indoors. There 
was an incident from 2017 in the state of New York that draws attention to an electrical issued called Arc Flash. If you 
perform any type of electrical work involving test equipment and move from cold winter conditions to warmer indoor 
conditions, please beware – especially if your testing equipment had been outside for any length of time (i.e. in your 
vehicle overnight). The following is the story from Moravia, NY dated 9 December 2017: “With the cold weather coming 
up, I would like to share my Arc Flash experience. February 13, 2015 Central NY weather was (-21) degrees outside. 
Generator room was over 80 degrees and I had to go out to my van to get my PPE gloves along with my tools and 
voltage meter. A lot of my PPE had frozen overnight so they had to thaw once I was inside the generator. I took my 
voltage meter in my left hand placing one lead on L1 and with my right hand placed the other lead on L3. I saw the 
brightest light I have ever seen, heard the loudest noise and the temperature was hot. I had no clue what had just 
happened. The room went dark and my ears were ringing, along with going into shock when I heard the standby 
generator start. So at this point I knew I was still alive – the pain in my left hand was unbearable, but stayed to get the 
facility back up and running. I had to call another electrician in to finish up and complete the job. I had tripped the line 
fuses on the utility side and discussing with the utility field engineer, we concluded it was because of the condensation 
built up in my testing equipment moving from one temperature extreme to another temperature extreme.” 
 
What is an Arc Flash?:  An Arc Flash is the light and heat produced as part of an arc fault, a type of electrical explosion 
or discharge that results from a low-impedance connection through air to ground or another voltage phase in an 
electrical system. The three primary issues/concerns related to Arc Flash is; Thermal, Pressure Wave, and Current 
Flow. Heat can reach between 19000  F to 35,00000  F, copper particles at 740 mph, noise levels exceeding 165 db, 
along with shock waves and radiation waves. Depending on the close proximity to the flash, results could be fatal.  
 
Message: Consider what can happen to equipment and PPE moving from cold temperatures to warmer temperatures. 
If you are storing this type equipment outside overnight, ensure the equipment is completely warm and dry prior to 
using.  
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